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Product features: 

Daranà© is not a paint and as such it does not appear on the market with the traditional packaging in a tub 

typical of a paint product. It is an absolute innovation in the field of decoration allowing you to 

reproduce a metal effect.  Its innovative structure allows you to decorate any type of surface, such as walls, 

ceilings, furniture, furnishing accessories which can be enriched with this easy to apply finish.  
DARANÀ© is the combination of science and innovation. 

Preparation of the substrate: 

We recommend applying Daranà© on substrates such as Cemento 3D and/or PanareaStone. 

Daranà© application method with Decor Finish protective finish: 

The Daranà© application method consists of three steps; 

1. Apply Decor Fix primer using a brush and/or a roller on the surface to be decorated. Spread the 

Daranà© foil on the newly applied  Decor Fix primer. For perfect adhesion of the Daranà© foil it should 

be smoothed with a cloth or a slightly damp sponge. Continue in this way over the entire surface.

2. After approximately 2 to 3 hours remove the Daranà© foil leaving the metallic surface behind.

3. Apply a single coat of semi-gloss Decor Finish using a brush and taking care to cover the previously 
created texture so as to enable the surface to be washable.

Daranà© application method with ProteKto EcoSilan protective finish: 

The Daranà© application method consists of three steps; 

1. Apply Decor Fix primer using a brush and/or a roller on the surface to be decorated. Spread the 
Daranà© foil on the newly applied  Decor Fix primer. For perfect adhesion of the Daranà© foil it should 
be smoothed with a cloth or a slightly damp sponge. Continue in this way over the entire surface.

2. After approximately 2 to 3 hours remove the Daranà© foil eaving the metallic surface behind.

3. Apply a single coat of ProteKto EcoSilan using a brush and taking care to cover the previously 
created texture. Allow the product to rest for about 10 to 15 minutes (the length of time may be longer 

or shorter depending on the ambient temperature and/or time of year). Gently clean the surface using 

a soft cotton cloth.
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Useful tips: 

• Do not touch Daranà© before the product is protected. The metals contained in the product could be 
altered and spoil the surface.

• Do not apply Daranà© on substrates that are still damp. Damp will cause the product to wrinkle, crack, form 
strips or lift from the substrate. 

Technical data: 

Daranà© coverage: 18 m² variable according to the application textures 

Daranà© size: 150 mm X 122 ml 

Color: Silver, Gold (various colours on request) 

Kit packaging: 1 roll of Daranà© foil + 1 Decor Fix lt 2,5 + 1 transparent protective 

Do not apply the product at temperatures below +5°C and above +35°C. 

➢ The data contained may vary at any time without prior notice by Nikkolor Italia.

➢ The information contained in these technical data sheets are the result of our best knowledge and, as 
such, are disclosed for information purposes, therefore it does not engage the responsibility of our 
Company towards any disputes arising from conditions of use that are beyond our control, who intends 
to use it is required to establish whether the product is suitable for use.

➢ Our The guaranteed obligation is therefore limited to the quality and constancy of the same in relation 
to the finished product, and exclusively for the above data.

➢ For more detailed information, please contact our TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE service
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